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Multi-Reference: Generalized Wick formula 

Background 

J Dobaczewski,  et al.,PHYSICAL REVIEW C 76, 054315 (2007); T. Duguet, et al., PHYSICAL REVIEW C 79, 044320(2009); D. Lacroix et al., PHYSICAL  

REVIEW C 79, 044318(2009)  ;  M. Bender et al., PHYSICAL REVIEW C 79, 044319(2009);   etc. 

  

e.g.:  

Skyrme force 

GCM technique 



Lipkin Method 

H.J. Lipkin, Ann. Phy.  9, 272 (1960) 

J. Dobaczewski, J. Phys. G: Nucl. Part. Phys. 36, 105105 (2009) 

Demonstrated by Lipkin, variation after the particle-number projection 
(VAPNP) can be performed by the auxialiary Routhian, 

 The Lipkin operator K, which is a function of the shifted particle-number 
operator  chosen so as to “flatten” the N-dependence of average 
Routhians calculated for the particle-number projected states 

Make a guess 

A power expansion 

Make the average Routhian 

with different particle number degenerate 

In energy. 



By generalized Wick theorem, the kernels can be simply obtained,  

If the given order is  
enough, the Routhian will 
be perfectly flattened. 
 

Only if it is perfect… 

As the shell structure exists for the few-body system, 
a simple parabola may fail.     



At second order, the Lipkin parameters can be obtained as 

As we select gauge angles near the origin, the pole may not cause  
problem for Lipkin method. 

Calculate the paramter:  



Results 

The convergence of Lipkin method 

If the Lipkin parameters are fairly constant against maximum gauge 
angle,  it means the current order is sufficient precise. 

 
Neglect proton  
pairing, test Lipkin 
Method  in the 
neutron subsystem. 
 
Even orders only for  
the test. 
 
Three shifted gauge 
 angles needed for 
sixth order. 
 
 



For the magic nucleus, the convergence is slightly slower. The Lipkin parameters are 
significantly higher than those for Sn-120.  

For the magic system 



at order M=2, 4, 6 

The accuracy of Lipkin method 



The accuracy of Lipkin method 

To the 2π region Sn-100 
As there is a kink in the particle-number dependence of the projected energies, which 
appears at the magic shell closure, which cannot be properly described by a 
polynomial expansion.  

To the 2π region Sn-120 

Well  approximated by a polynomial expansion. 



Calculations for tin and lead isotopes 

Near closed shell: not very satisfied.. 
 
Mid shell: converged order by order quickly.  



Calculations for tin and lead isotopes 

Except for nuclei near closed shell, VAPNP by Lipkin method is very close to the  
projected energy after the variation. 



Two-level model: 
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-ε 

Ω 
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Energy corrections to BCS state from each order of Lipkin projection 

• 6th-order projection is converged for strong pairing 
• high- order projection is not needed for weak pairing 

• Odd-order term negligible for N=Ω, but not for N≠Ω with weak pairing 



Pairing energy 

• the results of 6th-order Lipkin projection agree very well with those of VAP 
and are accurate for both weak and strong pairing correlation. 
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Special thanks to FIDPRO team members!  


